CIVIC X - WING RISERS
MATERIALS REQUIRED

M10 socket wrench
2 MM allen wrench
2.5 MM allen wrench
4 MM allen wrench
Small flat screw driver

None

Install the left wing bracket and secure it
to the wing.
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Shorter edge of the hatch bracket should
always be pointing toward the center of
the car.

Position the right hatch bracket on the
hatch.

Remove the locking clips from the wing.
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Longer side of the wing bracket should
always be pointing toward the center of
the car.

Remove the clip sockets by gently prying
on the lock tabs.
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Install the right wing bracket and secure it
to the wing.
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Remove all of the screws and take the
wing risers a part.

Remove the clip sockets.
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Pull the wing up to remove it from the
hatch.
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Remove the
plastic
wing
vacuum
screws.hose from rubber
adaptor on the top of valve cover (leave
rubber adaptor in place).
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TOOLS REQUIRED

Secure the right hatch bracket to the
hatch. Finger tight only.

Install screws in the right wing riser.
Finger tight only.
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Secure the left hatch bracket to the hatch.
Finger tight only.
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tighten the right wing riser screws.

Slightly tension the left latch. The left
hatch bracket should still be able to move.

Install screws in the left wing riser. Finger
tight only.

tighten the left wing riser screws.
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Tighten the wing riser screws.
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Tighten the wing riser latches.
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Line up the wing with the hatch brakcets.
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Cover the clip mounting holes on the
hatch with the provided vinyl stickers.

Position the left hatch bracket on the
hatch.
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Slightly tension
Remove
plastic the
vacuum
right hose
latch. from
The right
rubber
adaptor
hatch
bracket
on theshould
top of still
valve
becover
able to
(leave
move.
rubber adaptor in place).

